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Abstract: Reflectance spectroscopy allows cost-effective and rapid mineral characterisation, address-
ing mineral exploration and mining challenges. Shortwave (SWIR), mid (MIR) and thermal (TIR)
infrared reflectance spectra are collected in a wide range of environments and scales, with instrumen-
tation ranging from spaceborne, airborne, field and drill core sensors to IR microscopy. However,
interpretation of reflectance spectra is, due to the abundance of potential vibrational modes in mineral
assemblages, non-trivial and requires a thorough understanding of the potential factors contributing
to the reflectance spectra. In order to close the gap between understanding mineral-diagnostic
absorption features and efficient interpretation of reflectance spectra, an up-to-date overview of
major vibrational modes of rock-forming minerals in the SWIR, MIR and TIR is provided. A series
of scripts are proposed that allow the extraction of the relative intensity or wavelength position of
single absorption and other mineral-diagnostic features. Binary discrimination diagrams can assist in
rapidly evaluating mineral assemblages, and relative abundance and chemical composition of key
vector minerals, in hydrothermal ore deposits. The aim of this contribution is to make geologically
relevant information more easily extractable from reflectance spectra, enabling the mineral resources
and geoscience communities to realise the full potential of hyperspectral sensing technologies.

Keywords: mineral characterisation; hydrothermal alteration minerals; hyperspectral; reflectance
spectra; spectral sensing; 3D mineral mapping

1. Introduction

Minerals produce diagnostic features across the visible and infrared part of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. Reflectance spectra measured from geological materials such as rocks
and soils contain spectral signatures or “fingerprints” of their constituent minerals and other
components and properties, from which can be derived information including mineral species,
abundance, chemistry and crystallinity. As this contribution aims to summarise the absorp-
tion features of minerals independent of instrument specifications, the respective vibrational
modes are described in the following wavelength ranges (Figure 1): (i) SWIR 1 = 1300 to 1850
nm, (ii) SWIR 2 = 1850 to 2600 nm, (iii) MIR = 2600 to 5500 nm and (iv) TIR = 5500 to 15,000 nm.
The classification of these wavelength ranges is slightly different to the commonly used ones
but is based on the clusters of vibrational modes related to the physicochemistry of minerals
rather than instrument limitations and measurement constraints. The SWIR 1 is dominated by
the first overtones of hydroxyl-related stretching fundamentals, whereas the OH combination
bands of fundamental stretching and bending vibrations as well as CO3-related overtones
and combinations of stretching fundamentals dominate the SWIR 2 (Figure 1; [1]). The MIR
wavelength range features a multitude of hydroxyl-related stretching fundamentals as well as
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overtones and combinations of many fundamental vibrational modes of C-O, B-O, S-O, P-O
and Si-O bonds, which occur in the TIR.

The relative intensity of the respective absorption features increases with the relative
abundance of the respective bond causing the vibrational mode [1]. The full width at
half minimum or maximum (FWHM) of absorption features increases with decreasing
crystallinity of minerals, as the bond lengths vary more in poorly ordered crystal structures.
In specific examples, such as kaolin group minerals, the relative intensity of single absorp-
tion bands is related to the crystallinity [2]. The estimation of kaolinite abundance and
crystallinity is important for a variety of mineral deposit types, as its presence can reduce
the value of bulk commodities (e.g., iron ore) or can be detrimental for ore processing (e.g.,
flotation and comminution in porphyry copper deposits). The wavelength position of an
absorption feature in the SWIR to TIR predominantly relates to the chemical composition
of a given mineral [3].

The above characteristics of absorption features—and, therefore, characteristics of
minerals—can be extracted from reflectance spectra by means of band ratios or polynomial
fitting. These methods can be applied to laboratory (e.g., Fourier Transform Infrared; FTIR),
field (e.g., handheld spectrometers and portable FTIRs), drill core and airborne spectrome-
ters (e.g., line profiler and imaging systems), as well as spaceborne instruments [4–6]. The
major absorption features of rock-forming minerals across the SWIR to TIR wavelength
ranges are summarised in Figure 1.

Reflectance spectroscopy has been successfully used in the resources sector and in
earth and planetary science since the middle of the 20th century [7]. Farmer (1974) [8]
provides an excellent summary of the infrared-active vibrational modes of rock-forming
minerals, focusing on the fundamental vibrations of the respective bonds in the 2600 to
20,000 nm wavelength range (MIR to TIR). Many publications describe the absorption
features of minerals in the visible near (VNIR) and SWIR wavelength ranges that are
frequently collected by airborne and spaceborne sensors [1,4,9–13]. A comprehensive
overview of the crystal field absorption of a wide range of minerals can be found in Burns
(1993) [14].

A significant amount of excellent literature about the absorption features of rock-
forming minerals uses the frequency space (i.e., cm−1) instead of wavelengths (e.g., nm
or µm) [15,16]. For clarity, it was decided to provide most band assignments in this
contribution in nm, which is the most commonly used unit in the mineral resources sector.

One of the major missed opportunities in applying reflectance spectroscopy in mineral
exploration and mining has been a lack of appreciation of the fundamental spectroscopic
and physicochemical processes causing observed absorption bands and their wavelength
positions and shapes. In addition, there is a constant need to update “traditional” under-
standings as new data come to hand. This paper attempts to address these knowledge gaps
and update current thinking to drive more robust applications—for example, of vector
minerals—that potentially could have financial consequences. For example, the commonly
used short-form, working acronyms of “AlOH”, “FeOH” and “MgOH” for groups of major
absorption features centred at around 2200 nm, 2250 nm and 2350 nm, respectively, are
overly simplistic and can be misleading, as the presence and wavelength position of each
of these absorption features are controlled by a variety of cations potentially bonded to
the OH-groups. Both the “FeOH” and “MgOH” absorptions are due to combinations of
hydroxyl-related stretching and bending fundamentals, whereof the exact wavelength posi-
tion can be controlled by the MgFe−1 exchange vector (e.g., in the case of chlorite; [17,18]).
Furthermore, the ~2350-nm “MgOH” band overlaps significantly with 3ν3CO3 [19] (see
Figure 1 for functional group notations), a prominent absorption feature of carbonates
such as calcite in the SWIR, which is centred between 2300 nm and 2340 nm. Many other
challenges, such as surface contaminants (e.g., sulphate crusts forming on stored drill core
material), moisture content in sample material and measurement environment, as well as
contaminated calibration panels, further complicate the interpretation of reflectance spectra.
Carefully followed measurement procedures, well calibrated instruments and considera-
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tion of surface and environmental impacts on spectroscopic reflectance measurements are,
therefore, indispensable [6].

The main aims of this paper are to (1) review the literature and provide an up-to-date
overview of the major vibrational modes of rock-forming minerals that are active in the
SWIR, MIR and TIR wavelength regions, and (2) provide a list of feature extraction scripts
that can be used to trace them, including the theory behind the extraction method. The
first part of this work focuses on absorption features that are displayed in the reflectance
spectra of rock-forming minerals as well as indicator minerals important for the mineral
resources sector. The second part of this contribution describes the underlying methods
for extracting the relative intensity, wavelength position, FWHM or asymmetry, as well as
the background removal that must be applied to reflectance spectra prior to using feature
extraction scripts.
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Figure 1. Reflectance spectra of major rock-forming minerals in the 380 to 14,500 nm wavelength region (26,315 to 690 cm−1)
and wavelength coverage of commonly used hyperspectral proximal and remote sensing instruments modified after [6]:
field spectrometers (e.g., FieldSpec/TerraSpec, Malvern Panalytical; SR-6500, Spectral Evolution), handheld FTIRs (e.g.,
Agilent 4300), drill core line profilometers (e.g., HyLogger3, [20]), drill core imaging instruments (e.g., HCI3/HCI4, Corescan
Pty Ltd.; FENIX/OWL, Specim, Spectral Imaging Ltd.; HySpex SWIR-320m, Norsk Elektro Optikk), conveyor belt scanners
(e.g., QualitySpec, Malvern Panalytical), VNIR-SWIR airborne hyperspectral sensor (e.g., HyMap, HyVista Corporation;
CASI/SASI ITRES Research Ltd.; AVIRIS (NASA-JPL)); MIR/LWIR/TIR airborne hyperspectral (e.g., OWL, Specim, Spectral
Imaging Ltd.; MASI/TASI ITRES Research Ltd.); spaceborne hyperspectral sensor (e.g., PRISMA, [21]; EnMAP, [22]). Top
left reflectance spectra were collected using a FieldSpec3. Top middle and top right reflectance spectra were collected using
an Agilent handheld FTIR. Minerals from top to bottom are: quartz (LB1; pulverised; Lucky Bay, Western Australia); albite
(Z49149; granules; location unknown); kaolinite (KGa-1b; powder; Georgia, USA); dolomite (MT8327; granules; Thornwood,
New York, USA); hematite (C1; powder; synthetic). Infrared functional groups: ν (pronounced nu)—fundamental stretching
mode; 2ν/3ν—first/second overtone of fundamental stretching mode; δ (delta)—fundamental bending mode; ν + δ—
combination band. Electronic absorptions: CFA—crystal field absorption; CTS—charge transfer absorption.
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2. Mineral Diagnostic Features in Reflectance Spectra

Vibrational modes of minerals that contain various oxygen species can be observed
in different domains of the SWIR to TIR wavelength ranges (e.g., quartz (SiO2), albite
(NaAlSi3O8), kaolinite (Al2O32SiO2·H2O), dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2) and hematite (Fe2O3)).
The main types of vibrational modes (i.e., infrared-active functional groups) in these rock-
forming and common alteration minerals are due to fundamental stretching and bending
vibrations (abbreviated as ν and δ, respectively) of O-H, N-H, C-O, B-O, S-O, P-O and Si-O
bonds [23] (summarised in Figure 2), and their overtones (abbreviated, for example, as
2ν for the first overtone of a stretching fundamental) and combinations of fundamental
stretching and bending vibrations (abbreviated as ν + δ).
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Historically, reflectance spectroscopy applied to mineral resources exploration and
mining was focused predominantly on the VNIR and SWIR wavelength regions due to
the limitation of accessible and robust instruments [24] and, more recently, also in the
TIR wavelength range as handheld and benchtop FTIR instruments have appeared on
the market [6]. The definition of the wavelength ranges attributed to these different
regions of interest was largely defined by specifications of the respective reflectance spec-
troscopic technologies. For example, the VNIR wavelength range was originally defined
to comprise the 325 to 2500 nm wavelength range [9,13], which is one of the atmospheric
windows where the absorption of solar radiation by atmospheric gases is restricted to
relatively narrow wavelength ranges at around 1400 and 1900 nm. Subsequently, the SWIR
wavelength range was introduced, comprising the longer wavelength range of the VNIR
(1300 to 2500 nm) [24]. However, several vibrational modes are centred at the boundary
between the instrument-guided wavelength range definitions, an example being the major
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carbonate-related absorption feature located at around 2500 nm, commonly observed in
Ca-carbonates such as calcite and dolomite [19], as shown in Figure 1.

The scattering behaviour of materials varies in different parts of the infrared spectrum,
and this partly depends on whether the surface of the analysed material is smooth relative
to the wavelength of incident radiation (leading to specular reflection, also called surface
scattering) or rough (leading to volume scattering plus surface scattering). For rough
surfaces, Vincent and Hunt [25] defined specular reflectance as RS and volume reflectance
as RV. The total reflectance RT can be expressed as the sum of RS and RV, where both
components are dependent on (1) the angle of incidence of radiation with respect to the
macroscopic surface normal (j), (2) the angle of observation with respect to the macroscopic
surface normal (q), (3) the packing fraction (f ), (4) the intrinsic index of refraction of the
particulate medium (n), (5) the intrinsic absorption coefficient of the particulate medium
(α), (6) the scattering coefficient of the particulate medium (s) and (7) the average grain size
(d) [25]. In the case of currently commercially available field and drill core hyperspectral
sensing instruments, j and q can be considered invariant and, therefore, as constant. Esti-
mation of parameters f, n, α, s and d is inherently difficult at the common spatial resolution
of field and drill core line profilometers, as, in most cases, a mineral assemblage must be
assumed. Therefore, for this contribution, we assume that the intensity of an absorption
band is correlated with the amount of the respective vibrational mode [1]. However, it
should be noted that this correlation is not necessarily linear, as it is dependent on all the
above variables. In reflectance spectra, the SWIR 1, SWIR 2 and MIR wavelength ranges
are dominated by volume scattering processes, whereas surface scattering dominates in
the TIR. Absorption bands in reflectance spectra are displayed as troughs if the respective
mineral acts as a volume scatterer (e.g., in the SWIR in Figure 1). Reflectance peaks can
be observed if the respective mineral is a surface scatterer (e.g., in the TIR in Figure 1). RS
increases with the strength of the vibrational mode and when the extinction coefficient k
is significantly larger than the refractive index n. Depending on their grain size, different
minerals can have different scattering behaviours in the same wavelength range [25,26].
For example, a layer of clinging fines of kaolinite on quartz can result in absorption troughs
superimposed on the expected strong quartz-related reststrahlen bands in the 9000-nm
wavelength range, as volume scattering applies to the fine-grained kaolinite, whereas
surface scattering applies to the underlying coarse-grained quartz.

2.1. SWIR 1 Functional Groups (1300 to 1850 nm)

The first overtones of fundamental stretching vibrations of hydroxyl groups (2νOH) in
hydroxyl-bearing minerals are the predominant absorption features occurring in the 1300
to 1850 nm wavelength region (Table 1). All hydroxylated silicates and sulphates exhibit
these absorptions. For example, in sheet silicates (e.g., kaolin group, white mica, talc,
smectite, chlorite), 2νOH is mostly located between 1390 and 1445 nm. Kustov et al. [27]
demonstrated in a study of zeolites that hydroxyl-related overtones can be more sensitive
to the hydroxyl environment (i.e., the type of cations bonded to the OH group) than their
fundamental stretching vibrations in the MIR wavelength range.

Overtones of fundamental vibrations should be located at double the frequency of
the fundamental. However, due to the anharmonic character of vibrations, overtones of
fundamental vibrations are located at a lower frequency (i.e., longer wavelength) than
double the frequency of the fundamental vibration. The difference is described by the
square of the anharmonicity constant C, which is around 171 cm−1 in the case of sheet
silicates [28]. The wavelength position of the strongest absorption band depends on
the cation bonded to the infrared-active OH group. This means that the wavelength
position of the fundamental OH vibration (νOH) and its overtone (2νOH) increases with
the electronegativity of the cation bonded to OH [29]. As a result, for example, Mg- or
Al-rich sheet silicates absorb at shorter wavelengths when compared to Fe- or Ni-rich
sheet silicates. The sheet silicate prehnite exhibits strong absorption at around 1477 nm,
which is due to its comparably high content of ferric iron [30] and is therefore positioned at
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distinctly longer wavelengths when compared to other sheet silicates. On the other hand,
Li-OH absorptions, which indicate the presence of Li-bearing hydroxylated silicates such
as lepidolite, are positioned at comparably short wavelengths around 1390 nm [28,31].

The epidote series comprises a solid solution series ranging from clinozoisite
(Ca2Al3Si3O12(OH)) to pistasite (Ca2Fe3+Al2Si3O12(OH)) as the two endmembers of the
AlFe3+

−1 solid solution. Each OH group in epidote is bonded to two M sites, which are
occupied by varying amounts of Al and Fe3+. Hydroxylated sorosilicates of the epidote
series are characterised by absorptions in the 1545 to 1563 nm wavelength range, which
are also due to 2νOH. These absorption features can be readily separated from hydroxyl-
related overtones in other minerals and do not overlap with atmospheric absorptions
in the 1400-nm wavelength range, which pose a challenge in optical Earth observation
data [32]. Roache et al. [33] used the wavelength position of 2νOH to track the AlFe−1
exchange vector in epidote series minerals in the context of Archean gold deposits in the
Eastern Yilgarn Craton of Australia, separating the shorter-wavelength epidote (Fe-rich)
from the longer-wavelength clinozoisite (Al-rich). It is noted that the latter hydroxyl-
related absorptions do overlap with combinations of NH4-related fundamental stretching
vibrations ν1 + ν3NH4, which occur, for example, in the ammonium-bearing feldspar
buddingtonite [34].

Hydroxylated sulphates also display several absorptions in the SWIR 1 wavelength
range. For example, alunite and jarosite are both characterised by strong absorption
at around 1470 nm, which can be assigned to an overtone of the OH-related stretching
fundamental or a combination band of the OH-related stretching fundamental and a first
overtone of a H2O-related bending vibration (2δH2O) [35]. In the case of alunite, Bishop
and Murad (2005) [35] described that a shift in the 1470-nm absorption feature to longer
wavelengths is correlated with the increasing NaK−1 exchange vector. The relative amount
of Na and K in alunites is correlated with the temperature of formation [36], and the
wavelength position of the 1470 nm absorption was used by [37] to vector towards the
intrusive centre of porphyry Cu-Au deposits. Sulphates display additional absorption
features centred at 1750 nm, 1763 nm and 1849 nm for which wavelength positions are less
susceptible to compositional changes but still are useful indicators of the presence of the
respective sulphate species (Table 1) [35]. In drill core hyperspectral data, other surficial
sulphates, such as epsomite, melanterite, goslarite and copiapite, are frequently observed
in pyritic weathered zones and on the surfaces of oxidised samples and cores, especially in
humid conditions.

The relative intensity of absorption features in the SWIR 1 wavelength region, which
is related to vibrational modes, can be impacted by the presence of transition metals that
cause strong electronic absorption features in the VNIR wavelength range (e.g., ferric
and/or ferrous iron in iron oxides or carbonates). The reader is referred to Burns [14] for an
overview of the respective absorption features related to transition metals. Additional elec-
tronic features can result from REE contained within, for example, phosphates, carbonates
and silicates [38–40].

Table 1. SWIR 1-active vibrational modes commonly observed in rock-forming and alteration minerals, their wavelength
positions (in nm) as well as the titles of scripts for extracting the relative intensity and wavelength position of the respective
absorption features.

Mineral
Group

Mineral Species
(Examples)

Assignment of
Absorption

Lower Limit
(nm)

Upper Limit
(nm) Literature Intensity

Script
Wavelength

Script

sheet silicate kaolinite

2νMnOH

1392 to 1415 [41]

1400D 1400W

sheet silicate muscovite 1406 to 1415 [31]
sheet silicate lepidolite 1387 to 1425 [31]
sheet silicate talc 1392 to 1412 [28]
sheet silicate smectites 1394 to 1445 [28,42]
sheet silicate palygorskite 1386 to 1443 [43]
sheet silicate chlorite 1391 to 1415 [44]
double chain

silicate calcic amphibole 1392 to 1413 [45]
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Table 1. Cont.

Mineral
Group

Mineral Species
(Examples)

Assignment of
Absorption

Lower Limit
(nm)

Upper Limit
(nm) Literature Intensity

Script
Wavelength

Script

sulphate jarosite 2νMnOH, ν +
2δH2O 1471 [35]

1480D 1480W
sulphate alunite 2νMnOH, ν +

2δH2O 1473 (K-rich) 1491 (Na-rich) [35]

sheet silicate prehnite 2νM2OH 1476 (Fe-rich) 1478 (Mg-rich) [32]

sorosilicate epidote, clinozoisite,
pistasite 2νM2OH 1545 (Fe-rich) 1563 (Al-rich) [30,32,

33] 1550D 1550W

NH4

alunite, montmorillonite,
buddingtonite, white

mica
ν1 + ν3NH4 1520 to 1560 [34]

sulphate gypsum

ν + δOH/H2O
and rotational
fundamentals

or δS-O
overtones

1751 [46]
1760D

-

sulphate alunite ν + 2δMnOH 1762 (Na-rich) 1764 (K-rich) [35,37] 1760W

sulphate jarosite ν + 2δMnOH 1849 [35] 1850D -

Note: Respective absorption bands can be present in minerals that are not listed in table. Lower and upper wavelength positions only given
for absorption bands where related compositional changes are discussed in this study. Otherwise, an estimated central location is provided.

2.2. SWIR 2 Functional Groups (1850 to 2600 nm)

The two main origins of mineral-related absorption features in the SWIR 2 wavelength
region (between 2000 and 2600 nm) are a) combinations (ν + δOH) of hydroxyl-related
fundamental stretching (νOH) and bending vibrations (δOH), and b) combinations (e.g.,
2ν3 + ν1 CO3; Table 2) or overtones (e.g., 3ν3CO3; Table 2) of carbonate-related fundamental
stretching vibrations. Notwithstanding, combinations and overtones of other infrared
functional groups can also occur in the SWIR 2. For instance, NH4-bearing minerals,
such as buddingtonite, display a diagnostic absorption feature between 2020 and 2120 nm
(Table 2) [34]. The respective fundamental vibrations are located in the TIR (described in
the Section on TIR Functional Groups). Felzer et al. [47] postulated that the depth of the
2120-nm absorption is linearly related to the concentration of NH4 in buddingtonite from
Cuprite, Nevada, highlighting the potential for quantitative reflectance spectroscopy after
calibration with results obtained from geochemical analysis.

Table 2. SWIR 2-active vibrational modes commonly observed in rock-forming and alteration minerals, their wavelength
positions (in nm) as well as the titles of scripts for extracting the relative intensity and wavelength position of the respective
absorption features.

Mineral
Group

Mineral Species
(Examples)

Assignment of
Absorption

Lower Limit
(nm)

Upper Limit
(nm) Literature Intensity

Script
Wavelength

Script

talc talc ν + δM3OH 2080 [45] 2080D -

NH4

alunite, montmorillonite,
buddingtonite, white

mica
ν1 + ν4NH4 2020 to 2120 [34] - -

di-oct. sheet
silicate kaolin group ν + δM2OHo 2159 [41]

2160D
-di-oct. sheet

silicate pyrophyllite ν + δMnOH 2166 [48]

sulphate alunite ν + δMnOH 2172 [35] -
cyclosilicate tourmaline ν + δMnOH 2174 [49]

di-oct. sheet
silicate kaolin group ν + δM2OHi 2209 [41]

2200D 2200W
di-oct. sheet

silicate
muscovite, phengite,

paragonite ν + δ(M)2OH 2185
([VI]Al-rich)

2215
([VI]Al-poor) [3]

cyclosilicate tourmaline ν + δMnOH 2204 [49]
sulphate jarosite ν + δMnOH 2212 [35]

di-oct. sheet
silicate prehnite ν + δMnOH 22353), 2280, 2333, 2358, 2384 [32]
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Table 2. Cont.

Mineral
Group

Mineral Species
(Examples)

Assignment of
Absorption

Lower Limit
(nm)

Upper Limit
(nm) Literature Intensity

Script
Wavelength

Script

tri-oct. sheet
silicate

clinochlore, chamosite,
ripidolite ν + δM2OH 2248 (Mg-rich) 2261

(Fe2+-rich) [17,50]

2250D 2250W
tri-oct. sheet

silicate

biotite, annite, phlogopite
(only when AlVI is

present)
ν + δM2OH 2248 (Mg-rich) 2259

(Fe2+-rich)
[18,31,

50]

sorosilicate epidote group ν + δMnOH 2250 [32]
cyclosilicate tourmaline ν + δMnOH 2256 [49]

sulphate jarosite ν + δMnOH 2263 [35]
hydroxide gibbsite ν + δMnOH 2268 [51]

talc talc ν + δM3OH 2279 [45]

2290D 2290W

tri-oct. sheet
silicate Fe-smectite ν + δM2OH 2288 2317 [50]

talc talc ν + δM3OH 2300 [45]
cyclosilicate tourmaline ν + δMnOH 2302 [49]

Ca-amphibole tremolite, actinolite ν + δMg3OH 2296 (Mg-rich) 2318
(Fe2+-rich) [45]

Ca-amphibole tremolite, actinolite ν + δMg3OH 2318 (Mg-rich) 2338
(Fe2+-rich) [45]

carbonate
ankerite, calcite,

dolomite, magnesite,
siderite

3n3CO3 2300 (Mg-rich) 2340 (Ca only) [19] 2320D 2320W

chlorite clinochlore, chamosite,
ripidolite ν + δMg3OH 2331 (Mg-rich) 2358

(Fe2+-rich) [50]

2340D 2340Wdi-oct. sheet
silicate

muscovite, phengite,
paragonite ν + δMg3OH 2348

([VI]Al-rich)
2366

([VI]Al-poor) [50]

tri-oct. sheet
silicate biotite, annite, phlogopite ν + δM2OH 2320 (Mg-rich) 2350

(Fe2+-rich) [18,31]

sorosilicate epidote group ν + δM2OH 2340 [32]

cyclosilicate tourmaline ν + δMnOH 2359 (ca. 5% to
11% MgO) 2375 (0% MgO) [49] - -

tri-oct. sheet
silicate biotite, annite, phlogopite ν + δM2OH 2377 (Mg-rich) 2390

(Fe2+-rich) [18,31]
2390D 2390Wtalc talc ν + δMg3OH 2380 [45]

Ca-amphibole tremolite, actinolite ν + δMg3OH 2382 (Mg-rich) 2406
(Fe2+-rich) [45]

carbonate
ankerite, calcite,

dolomite, magnesite,
siderite

2ν3 + ν1 2505 (Mg-rich) 2541 (Ca only) [19] - -

Note: Respective absorption bands can be present in minerals that are not listed in table. Lower and upper wavelength positions only
given for absorption bands where related compositional changes are discussed in this study. Otherwise, an estimated central location is
provided. Diagnostic absorption of prehnite at 2235 nm is in the wavelength range covered by the 2200D intensity script (for details, see
Section on feature extraction). ν3CO3—asymmetric stretch of CO3.

Di- and tri-octahedral sheet silicates represent a major group of rock-forming minerals
that show diagnostic absorption features in the SWIR 2. Sheet silicates can be separated
into five major groups, based on their layer structure:

• di-octahedral 1:1 phyllosilicate (“7 Å phase”): e.g., kaolinite;
• tri-octahedral 2:1 phyllosilicate (“9 Å phase”): e.g., talc;
• di-octahedral 2:1 phyllosilicate (“10 Å phase”): e.g., muscovite, phengite, celadonite;
• tri-octahedral 2:1 phyllosilicate (“10 Å phase”): e.g., biotite;
• tri-octahedral 2:1:1 phyllosilicate (“14 Å phase”): e.g., chlorite.

This separation is partially adopted from Meunier (2005) [52], who summarises four
principal layer types of phyllosilicates according to the 1/1, 2/1 and 2/1/1 patterns and
the basal spacings (i.e., 7 Å, 9 Å, 10 Å, 14 Å). Meunier (2005) [52] extended the four
principal layer types by considering the number of octahedral sites filled in the respective
phyllosilicates, which carries important information about the contained infrared functional
groups. The resulting five different layer types and the multiple combinations of the
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respective types in interlayered sheet silicates can lead to a large variety of absorption
bands in the SWIR 1 and 2. Only the combination bands related to the main functional
groups of the di- and tri-octahedral phyllosilicates in the SWIR 2 are discussed here.

Kaolin group minerals, as the main representatives of the dioctahedral “7 Å phases”,
show a characteristic doublet consisting of a major feature fixed at around 2209 nm as-
sociated with a secondary feature at around 2160 nm (Table 2) [41]. This doublet can be
decomposed into four absorption bands, with the three short-wavelength bands (2159 nm,
2169 nm, 2194 nm) related to stretching vibration of the outer hydroxyl groups (ν + δAl2OHi,
i.e., hydroxyl groups bond to the tetrahedral layer) and the major long-wavelength band
(2209 nm) related to stretching vibration of the inner hydroxyl group (ν + δAl2OHo) [41].
Changes in the shape of this characteristic doublet are related to changes in the structure
and crystallinity of the kaolin group mineral [53]. Kaolin can also display a weak to
medium absorption feature at 2238 nm related to ν + δ (AlFe3+)2OH, where its intensity
increases with increasing ferric iron content [54]. Other combination bands in kaolin group
minerals are located at around 2330 nm and 2380 nm, overlapping with the absorption
features of carbonates, amphiboles and talc.

Di-octahedral 2:1 sheet silicates (“10 Å phase”) comprise the large group of white micas
(e.g., paragonite, muscovite, phengite, celadonite) as well as Al-bearing smectites (e.g.,
montmorillonite). The dominant absorption feature of these AlOH-bearing sheet silicates at
around 2200 nm is due to ν + δAl2OH (Table 2). The octahedral Al can be exchanged with
Fe2+ or Mg, and the related charge imbalance is compensated by exchange of the tetrahedral
Al with Si. Changes in the Tschermak exchange vector (AlVIAlIV(Fe,Mg)VI

−1SiIV−1) are
reflected in shifts in this absorption feature [3,55–57], which shifts to longer wavelengths
with increasing replacement of AlVI by divalent cations (Figure 3). It should be noted that
interlayer cations in mica (Figure 3) have no influence on the position of the combination
features [58]. Therefore, the separation of Na micas (e.g., paragonite) from Na-void micas
(e.g., muscovite) by means of SWIR 2 reflectance spectra is not possible. Smectites show
the same shift in the major absorption at around 2200 nm [55], with beidellite representing
the Al-rich smectites and montmorillonite representing the Al-poor smectites. However,
smectites and mica-like minerals of the same octahedral composition show a different
location of the OH absorption bands, located at shorter wavelengths (ca. 2200 nm) for
smectites and longer wavelengths (ca. 2220 nm) for illite [53,58]. In sheet silicates that
incorporate significant amounts of F, such as lepidolite, the 2200-nm absorption feature
shifts to longer wavelengths and shallows as OH is replaced by F [31]. A second diagnostic
absorption feature of white micas is located at 2350 nm (Figure 3), which is absent in
smectites and can therefore be used to differentiate the two mineral groups. This absorption
feature becomes more prominent with increasing content of Fe2+ or Mg. A third diagnostic
absorption feature of white mica occurs near 2450 nm, which is, due to low signal-to-noise
ratio, difficult to identify in reflectance spectra acquired using commercially available
VNIR-SWIR spectrometers (example spectrometers given in Figure 1).

Di-octahedral 2:1 sheet silicates such as muscovite have, in contrast to the tri-octahedral
2:1 phyllosilicates (e.g., biotite), a vacant third cation site. Both tri-octahedral 2:1 sheet
silicates (“10 Å phase”) and tri-octahedral 2:1:1 sheet silicates (“14 Å phase”), such as
chlorites, show characteristic absorption features at around 2250 nm and 2340 nm (Table 2).
In chlorites, the ν + δ(Mg,Fe2+)2OH (interlayer OH related vibrations = brucite-layer) shifts
from around 2248 nm to 2261 nm [50,59] from the clinochlore to the chamosite endmember,
respectively. Moreover, the ν + δ(Mg, Fe2+)3OH (inner OH of 2:1 talc layer) at around 2350
nm can shift according to the MgFe−1 exchange vector. In practice, it is observed that shifts
in the 2248–2261 nm wavelength range (brucite layer) are larger and less conflicted by other
minerals than the +/− 2350-nm talc layer [57].

Talc belongs to the group of tri-octahedral 2:1 sheet silicates (“9 Å phase”). The
general composition of talc can be expressed as Si4O10M3(OH)2 with a Mg-only occupation
of the M-sites in the talc sensu stricto endmember and replacement of Mg by Fe2+ in
minnesotaite [60]. In pure talc, a characteristic doublet can be observed in the 2320-
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nm wavelength region (Table 2) that comprises the combination of the stretching in the
MIR at 2720 nm [28] with the bending fundamentals in the TIR at 15,384 nm and at
14,492 nm, respectively. The two resulting absorption bands are located at 2300 and
2279 nm, respectively, overlapping with the Mg-rich endmembers of the actinolite and
hornblende series, due to their structural similarity. Additionally, the third major absorption
band of talc, located at around 2380 nm (ν + δ(M)3OH), overlaps with Mg-rich amphiboles
such as tremolite. To separate talc from these amphiboles, a weak triple absorption feature
(at 2077 nm, 2127 nm and 2172 nm) characteristic of talc can be used.
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Major SWIR absorption features of amphiboles occur in the 2320-nm and 2380-nm
wavelength regions, overlapping with di- and tri-octahedral phyllosilicates containing
Fe3+, as well as talc and kaolinite (Table 2). The general formula of calcic amphibole is
A(M4)2(M1)2(M3)1(M2)2(T1)4(T2)4O22(OH)2, with the major cations occupying the respec-
tive sites being: A = Na, K; M4 = Ca, Mn, Li; M1 = Mg, Fe2+; M2 = Fe3+, Al, Ti; M3 = Mg,
Fe2+; T1 and T2 = Si, Al, Ti (oxidation state only given for iron for clarity). In calcic amphi-
boles of the actinolite and hornblende series, the main absorption feature at 2320 nm can
be decomposed into eight absorption bands, which are due to combinations of hydroxyl
stretching fundamentals ranging from 2723 nm (νMg3OH) to 2759 nm (νFe2+

3OH), with
two major fundamental bending vibrations located at 14,492 nm (690 cm−1) and 15,384 nm
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(650 cm−1) [45]. A doublet around 2320 nm can be observed in Mg-rich endmembers of the
actinolite series (i.e., tremolite), whereas actinolite of an intermediate Mg# (Mg/(Mg + Fe))
shows a broad feature in the same wavelength range. The second main absorption feature
of amphiboles in the SWIR 2 is located at around 2380 nm, which is possibly related to the
combination of the main hydroxyl stretching fundamentals with a bending vibration at
19,047 nm (525 cm−1). The location of these two major absorption features is mainly related
to the relative abundance of Mg and Fe2+ occupying the M1 and M3 sites, as these are
the only cation sites connected to the OH group responsible for the respective absorption
bands [45]. The M2 and M4 sites, as well as the 12-fold coordinated A position, do not have
an impact on the location of the major absorption feature that could be measured with
field or drill core hyperspectral reflectance spectrometers. Therefore, detectable differences
between the actinolite series and the hornblende series cannot be expected. Only the Mg#
(or replacement of Mg or Fe2+ by other cations on the M1 and M3 sites) results in a clear
shift or different shape of the main absorption features of amphiboles in the 2280 to 2420 nm
wavelength range. Preliminary, unpublished studies on cummingtonite and riebeckite
suggest the possibility of separating the actinolite and hornblende series from Fe-Mn-Mg
amphiboles and alkali amphiboles, respectively.

Strong absorption features of hydroxylated sorosilicates of the epidote group in the
SWIR 2 are located at around 2250 nm and 2340 nm, respectively (Table 2) [30,32]. As with
all hydroxylated mineral groups, absorption features of epidote in the SWIR 2 represent
combinations of fundamental stretching and bending vibrations located in the TIR. Impor-
tantly, both SWIR 2 absorption features significantly overlap with commonly co-occurring
mineral groups, such as chlorite [61] and biotite. However, in epidote, the relative inten-
sity of the 2350-nm absorption feature is much stronger than the relative intensity of the
absorption in the 2250-nm wavelength region, when compared to chlorite. In addition,
the wavelength position of the absorption feature in the 2250-nm wavelength region is at
distinctly longer wavelengths when compared to the “longest-wavelength chlorite” (i.e.,
2267 nm in epidote versus 2263 nm in chlorite). The longer-wavelength position is due to
the fact that, in epidote, Al and Fe3+ are bonded to OH, whereas in chlorite, Mg and Fe2+

are the main cations bonded to OH.
Hydroxylated cyclosilicates of the tourmaline series display major absorption at

around 2174 nm, 2204 nm, 2256 nm, 2302 nm and 2390 nm (Table 2) [49]. Due to the large
compositional variations of the tourmaline group, the relative intensity and wavelength
position of these absorptions can differ considerably between different tourmaline mineral
species. Bierwirth [62] reported a distinct correlation between the absorption feature at
2359 nm, which shifted to 2375 nm as the MgO wt.% decreased from 11% to 0%. Importantly,
this wavelength shift can be detected in hyperspectral remote sensing imagery and be used
for exploring for base and precious metal ore deposits [62].

Another major mineral group that contains hydroxyl groups and subsequently dis-
plays major absorption features in the SWIR 2 comprises hydroxyl-bearing sulphates.
Alunite is characterised by a broad absorption feature at around 2160 nm [35], which
overlaps with absorptions arising from kaolin and pyrophyllite. Jarosite shows strong
hydroxyl-related combination bands at ~2212 nm and 2263 nm [35], which overlap with the
absorption features of di-octahedral and tri-octahedral sheet silicates, respectively. Gypsum
shows strong absorption features at around 2170 nm, 2220 nm, 2280 nm and 2430 nm [46].
In the transition zone between the SWIR 2 and MIR wavelength ranges, sulphates display
medium to strong S-O-related overtones (e.g., jarosite: 2503 nm, 2606 nm, 2623 nm; alunite:
2517 nm) [35].

Carbonates show several diagnostic absorption features in the SWIR 2, which all show
changes in location and shape, mainly depending on the amount of Mg, Fe and Mn replac-
ing Ca. A composition space of major carbonate minerals is shown in Figure 4. The main
diagnostic absorption feature in the SWIR 2 wavelength range that is accessible with com-
mercially available field spectrometers (3ν3CO3; for summary, see [19]) is located between
2300 nm and 2340 nm and shows a characteristic left-hand asymmetry (Figure 1). This asym-
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metry points to a secondary, less intense absorption band located on the short-wavelength
limb of the same feature, probably centred in the 2230–2275 nm wavelength region. With
increasing amounts of Mg and Fe, the 3ν3CO3 shifts to shorter wavelengths (Figure 4) [19].
The 3ν3CO3 feature and its secondary associated feature can be mimicked, for example,
by a mineral mixture comprising materials featuring ν + δ[Al,Fe3+]/[Mg,Fe2+]2OH (e.g.,
di- and trioctahedral phyllosilicates) and ν + δ [Mg,Fe2+]3OH (e.g., amphiboles). A sec-
ond, equally diagnostic absorption feature for carbonates is located beyond the SWIR 2
wavelength range accessible with commercially available field spectrometers but can be
detected by means of laboratory and handheld FTIR spectrometers. This carbonate-related
absorption can be assigned to 2ν3+1CO3 [19] and shifts from 2541 nm in calcite to 2505
nm in Mg-rich carbonates, synchronously with 3ν3CO3. Two more diagnostic absorption
features in calcite are located at around 1990 nm (medium intensity) and 1870 nm (weak
intensity), respectively. These two absorption features always appear as pairs in carbonates
and, though decreasing in intensity with increasing Mg or Fe content, they also display
a shift to shorter wavelengths with increasing replacement of Ca by Mg and Fe. Due to
their overlap with the major OH/H2O feature at around 1900 nm, these features can be
obliterated but are found to be very useful when the true nature of a left-hand absorption
feature in the 2340-nm region is questionable.
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2.3. MIR Functional Groups (2600 to 5500 nm)

The MIR wavelength range comprises the fundamental stretching vibrations of O-H
bonds (νOH), which occur in hydroxylated mineral groups, such as di- and tri-octahedral
sheet silicates (e.g., micas, smectites, kaolin group, chlorite), amphiboles, tourmalines and
metal oxides/hydroxides (e.g., gibbsite, goethite). Many absorption bands are possible
between 2667 and 5000 nm [23,65], although, in most natural samples, νOH is located in
between 2675 and 2890 nm (Table 3). A notable exception is hydroxyl-bearing iron oxides,
which absorb between 3113 and 3131 nm [66]. The number and wavelength position of
hydroxyl-related stretching fundamentals depend on the bond length and the hydrogen
bonding that occurs in the respective OH group, which in turn is controlled by its location
in the crystal structure and the respective cation environment of the hydroxyl group. For
example, kaolin group minerals exhibit four hydroxyl-related stretching environments,
three of which are assigned to the outer OH group (ν + δOHo in Figure 5) and one to the
inner OH group (ν + δOHi in Figure 5) [41]. In the case of amphiboles of the actinolite
series, four major absorption bands can be observed [67]. The wavelength position of these
absorption bands is mainly controlled by the Mg/(Mg + Fe). All three cation sites bonded
to the hydroxyl group producing the shortest-wavelength absorption band (2723 nm) are
occupied by Mg. Cation site occupation for the other three absorption bands at 2733 nm,
2744 nm and 2759 nm is MgMgFe, MgFeFe and FeFeFe, respectively.

Table 3. MIR-active vibrational modes commonly observed in rock-forming and alteration minerals, their wavelength
positions (in nm) as well as the titles of scripts for extracting the relative intensity and wavelength position of the respective
absorption features.

Mineral Group Mineral Species
(Examples)

Assignment of
Absorption

Lower Limit
(nm)

Upper Limit
(nm) Literature Intensity

Script
Wavelength

Script

all hydroxylated minerals νOH 2667 5000 [23,65] - -

di-oct. sheet silicate kaolin group νOH 2705, 2725, 2738, 2761 [41]

2830D 2830W

di-oct. sheet silicate white mica νOH 2677, 2762, 2775, 2799, 2807 [58]
tri-oct. sheet silicate dark mica νOH 2668, 2677, 2680 [68]

di-/tri-oct. sheet
silicate white and dark micas νOH 2810 (Mg-rich) 2853 (Fe2+-rich) [69,70]

double chain silicate amphibole νOH 2723 (Mg-rich) 2759 (Fe2+-rich) [67,71]
cyclosilicate tourmaline νOH 2675 to 2890 [49,72]

iron oxides goethite νH-O-H 2899 2903 [66] - -

di-oct. sheet silicate Al-smectites νH-O-H 2946 (Mg-rich) 2987 (K-rich) [73] - -

all H2O-bearing minerals νH-O-H 3000 [74] 3000D -

iron oxides νOH 3113 3131 [66] - -

cyclosilicate tourmaline 2νBO3 3704 unpublished - -

cyclosilicate tourmaline 2νBO3 3811 unpublished 3800D 3800W

carbonate carbonate 2νCO3, ν +
νCO3

3930 4150 unpublished 4000D 4000W

tectosilicate quartz 2νSiO 4470
unpublished

(inferred
from [75])

4470D -

tectosilicate quartz 2νSiO 4670
unpublished

(inferred
from [75])

- -

phosphate 2ν3(PO4) 4805 unpublished - -

tectosilicate quartz 2νSiO 4920 unpublished - -

sulphate jarosite 2ν3(SO4)2− , 2d
(OH) 4960 [35] 4500D 4500W

sulphate jarosite 2ν3(SO4)2− ,
2δ(OH) 5099 [35] - -

tectosilicate quartz 2νSiO 5330 unpublished 5330D -

di-oct. sheet silicate kaolin group 2νSiO 5480 unpublished 5480D -

Note: Respective absorption bands can be present in minerals that are not listed in table. Lower and upper wavelength positions only
given for absorption bands where related compositional changes are discussed in this study. Otherwise, an estimated central location is
provided. White mica includes illite and sericite.
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di-oct. sheet silicate kaolin group 2νSiO 5480 unpublished 5480D - 
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O-H stretching vibrations of water molecules (nH-O-H) produce comparatively broad
absorption features (i.e., characterised by a large FWHM), which are located between
2732 and 3571 nm [23,65,74]. The water-related broad absorption is typically the strongest
absorption feature in the MIR and often overlaps significantly with other hydroxyl groups
(νOH; Table 3). Therefore, a high abundance of molecular water will impact significantly
on the ability to resolve the other hydroxyl-related stretching vibrations characteristic of a
wide range of minerals. Al-smectites, such as montmorillonite, can incorporate different
interlayer cations, impacting on the wavelength position of nH-O-H. With increasing
polarising power (charge/radius) of the interlayer cation (i.e., K+, Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+), the
wavelength position of nH-O-H increases from 2946 nm to 2987 nm [73].

Borosilicates, such as tourmaline, exhibit absorptions at around 3704 nm and 3811 nm
(Table 3; Figure 6), which have not yet been described in detail in the literature and are
tentatively assigned to overtones of the fundamental B-O stretching vibrations (νBO3).
These are in addition to the well-known hydroxyl-related stretching fundamentals of
tourmaline in the 2675 nm to 2890 nm wavelength region [49,72].

Carbonates are another group of minerals that have absorption bands in the MIR
region that are not necessarily attributed to the OH functional group. When carbon-
ates occur in mixtures with di-/tri-octahedral sheet silicates, etc., their recognition and
compositional information in the SWIR 2 wavelength region can be easily compromised.
Importantly, however, this is less so in the MIR. Several distinct absorption features in
the 3300 to 4800 nm wavelength region (Figure 1) can be observed in the MIR reflectance
spectra of carbonates, such as ankerite, calcite, dolomite, magnesite, siderite and witherite.
Carbonate-related absorption features are tentatively assigned to the first overtone (2νCO3)
or combinations (ν + νCO3) of the various CO3-related stretching fundamentals described
by [76,77]. The wavelength position of the major overtone at around 3960 nm correlates
with compositional changes in the carbonates (Figure 6). A further benefit of this MIR
region for detecting carbonates is that it is less sensitive to very fine grain size effects
(clinging fines, etc.) that can distort carbonate peaks in the TIR (described later).
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Reflectance spectra between 4000 and 6000 nm are located at the transition from
the volume-scattering-dominated wavelength range to the surface-scattering-dominated
wavelength range and are heavily impacted by grain size variations [26]. Overtones and
combination bands of fundamental absorptions located in the TIR can be expected in this
wavelength range, but related publications are scarce. Yitagescu et al. [78] reported the
MIR wavelength positions of diagnostic absorption features of montmorillonite (~5100 nm,
~5400 nm), illite (~4670 nm, 5560 nm) and kaolinite (~5200 nm, ~5500 nm). Bishop and
Murad [35] described strong absorption features in sulphates (e.g., jarosite) at around 4960
and 5099 nm, which they attributed to 2ν3(SO4)2− and 2δ(OH).

Igisu et al. [75] reported four absorption features in the 4000 to 6000 nm wavelength
range of transmission spectra as “Si-O bonds”. Based on comparison with the fundamental
Si-O stretching vibrations (νSi-O), absorptions at 4470 nm, 4670 nm and 4920 nm (Figure 6)
are assigned to first overtones (2νSiO) of the primary quartz reststrahlen bands in the TIR.
Kaolin group minerals show three strong absorptions at 5200 nm, 5480 nm and 6100 nm
(Figure 6), which could represent, like quartz, the first overtones of the fundamental Si-O
stretching vibrations or first overtones of hydroxyl-related bending fundamentals (δOH).
Farmer (1974) [8] assigned the strong absorption centred at around 6100 nm to overlapping
vibrations of structural hydroxyl groups and water molecules. Carbonates display several
absorptions in the same wavelength range, which show considerable wavelength shifts
depending on the carbonate composition, such as the major absorption at around 4560 nm
in magnesite shifting to 4720 nm in witherite (Figure 6). Phosphates are characterised by
absorptions at 4805 nm and 4995 nm, which are tentatively assigned to 2ν3PO4.

2.4. TIR Functional Groups (5500 to 15,000 nm)

The TIR wavelength region between 5500 and 15,000 nm comprises the largest range
of infrared active functional groups. In contrast to the SWIR and MIR wavelength regions
in which the volume component of reflection (RV) prevails, specular reflection (RS) is
the dominant type of reflection that occurs in a large part of the TIR wavelength range.
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This section briefly summarises the Si-O-related vibrational modes of common minerals,
followed by a description of other important TIR-active anion (e.g., BO3

3−, CO3
2−, SO4

2−,
PO4

3−) and hydroxyl-related vibrations. In addition, other features that are not directly
due to vibrational modes of minerals but evident in TIR reflectance spectra are discussed.
The impact of grain size and porosity on reflectance spectra is discussed further below in a
separate section.

The fundamental stretching vibrations of silicates (νSiO; e.g., [7]) give rise to the most
intense features that can be observed in the TIR wavelength region in reflectance spectra
(Table 4). The strongest group of reflection peaks (also called reststrahlen bands, [79])
can produce a relatively “simple”, M-shaped signature in the reflectance spectra of less
physicochemically complex silicates, such as quartz. These primary reststrahlen bands
of quartz are located at 8150 nm, 8600 nm and 9330 nm (Figure 7; [80]). A corresponding
group of less intense fundamental stretching vibrations (i.e., secondary reststrahlen bands)
of quartz are located at around 12,550 nm (Figure 7; [80]). However, silicates such as
feldspars comprise a wide range of possible chemical compositions (i.e., K versus Na
versus Ca; c.f. [81]), structural variations (monoclinic versus triclinic) or polymorphs (i.e.,
feldspars with a “high” structural state and disordered Al:Si distribution versus feldspars
of “low” structural state and ordered Al:Si distribution). These silicates display a wide
range of “shapes” in reflectance spectral signatures, characterised by different relative
intensities of the reflectance peaks. As the ratio of Si to O decreases (such as from quartz to
feldspars to sheet silicates to chain silicates to orthosilicates), the wavelength position of
the reststrahlen band shifts to longer wavelengths [82,83]. This systematic change has led
to the development of the felsic–mafic index, which is frequently used to map different
rock types in planetary spectroscopy [84] and drill core reflectance spectra [20].

Table 4. TIR-active vibrational modes commonly observed in rock-forming and alteration minerals, their wavelength
positions (in nm) as well as the titles of scripts for extracting the relative intensity and wavelength position of the respective
absorption features.

Mineral
Group

Mineral Species
(Examples)

Assignment of
Absorption

Lower Limit
(nm)

Upper Limit
(nm) Literature Intensity

Script
Wavelength

Script

carbonate
ankerite, calcite,

dolomite, magnesite,
siderite

ν3 asymmetric
stretch CO3

6405R to 6598R [76,85] 6500P -

NH4 (multiple
minerals) NH bending 6993* to 7400* [86] - -

cyclosilicate tourmaline (schorl) νas(BO3) 7391* [87] 7400P -

cyclosilicate tourmaline (schorl) νas(BO3) 7968* (7880 to 7995) [87] - -

sulphate alunite, jarosite ν3SO4 7899E, 8197E [88] - -

sulphate jarosite, barite, alunite,
anhydrite ν3SO4 all*: 8439, 8480 to 8540, 8576, 8650 [35,88,89] - -

sulphate anhydrite, barite,
alunite, jarosite ν3SO4 all*: 8920, 8930 to 8980, 8969, 8993 [88,89] - -

tectosilicate quartz νSiO 8496R (8598*) [80,85] R8250/R7400 -

tectosilicate quartz νSiO 9074R (9328*) [80,85] - -

tectosilicate quartz “quartz RSC
feature” 8625R [85] 8625D -

tectosilicate K-feldspar (orthoclase) νSiO 8739R [90] - -

single chain
silicate pyroxene (diopside) νSiO 8960 to 9100 [91,92]

9000P
9000PW

phosphate apatite νas(PO4) 9050R (9160*) [93–95] -
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Table 4. Cont.

Mineral
Group

Mineral Species
(Examples)

Assignment of
Absorption

Lower Limit
(nm)

Upper Limit
(nm) Literature Intensity

Script
Wavelength

Script

phosphate apatite “apatite RSC
feature” 9210R unpublished

9200D -
phosphate apatite νas(PO4) 9550R (9620*) [93–95]

tri-oct. sheet
silicate talc νSiO 9280R [8,93]

tri-oct. sheet
silicate talc “talc RSC

feature” 9470R unpublished
9470D -

tri-oct. sheet
silicate talc νSiO 9680R [8,93]

di-oct. sheet
silicate muscovite νSiO 9130R [31] - -

tri-oct. sheet
silicate biotite, phlogopite νSiO 9200R [31] - -

tri-oct. sheet
silicate ripidolite (clinochlore) νSiO 9217* to 9225* [96] - -

single chain
silicate pyroxene (diopside) νSiO 9290 to 9390 [92] minor minor

nesosilicates olivine (Fo#91 to Fo#0) νSiO 9337 to 9852 [97] tbd tbd

sulphate jarosite, barite ν3SO4 all*: 9217, 9230 to 9260 [35,89] - -

sulphate alunite, jarosite, barite ν1SO4 all*: 9737, 9940, 10150 to 10180 [88,89] - -

di-oct. sheet
silicate muscovite νSiO 9600R [31]

- -di-oct. sheet
silicate

montmorillonite (+-
mica) νSiO 9600* to 9710* [98]

tri-oct. sheet
silicate biotite, phlogopite νSiO 9780R to 9800R [31]

di-oct. sheet
silicate kaolinite νSiO 9074*, 9681*, 9891* [98]

tectosilicate K-feldspar (orthoclase) νSiO 9558R [90]

tectosilicate plagioclase feldspars νSiO 9660R [85] 9660P
9660P/9920P

tectosilicate plagioclase feldspars νSiO 9920R [85] 9920P

nesosilicates vesuvianite νSiO in Si2O7
group 9900R [91,99] 9900P -

nesosilicates olivine (Fo#91 to Fo#0) νSiO 10,121R to 10,537R [97] minor minor

nesosilicates olivine (Fo#91 to Fo#0) nSiO 10,515R to 11,099R [97] tbd tbd

di-oct. sheet
silicate kaolin group δOH 10,661* [98] - -

single chain
silicate pyroxene (diopside) νSiO 10,850R [92] minor minor

di-oct. sheet
silicate kaolin group δOH 10,929* [98] - -

nesosilicates grandite series νSi-O in SiO4
group (“B”) 10,953R to 11,368R [91,100] 11,100P 11,100PW

carbonate
ankerite, calcite,

dolomite, magnesite,
siderite

ν2 out-of-plane
bend CO3

11,058R to 11,372R [76,85] - 11,300PW

nesosilicates grandite series grandite
feature “T” 11,250R to 11,600R [91] 11,300D 11,300DW

single chain
silicate pyroxene (enstatite) νSiO 11,470R to 11,570R [92] - 11,500PW

carbonate
ankerite, calcite,

dolomite, magnesite,
siderite

ν4 in-plane
bend CO3
(trough!)

13,200R to 14,000R [76] - 14,000DW

sulphate anhydrite n4SO4 14,780* [89] - -

Note: Respective absorption bands can be present in minerals that are not listed in table. Lower and upper wavelength positions only
given for absorption bands where related compositional changes are discussed in this study. Otherwise, an estimated central location is
provided. E—emissivity; R—reflectance; *—transmission, tbd—to be determined.
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Tourmaline-series minerals (e.g., elbaite, dravite, schorl) contain additional diagnostic
features in the 7300 to 8000 nm wavelength range, which are attributed to the borate stretch-
ing vibration (νBO) and are located between the major reststrahlen bands of carbonates
and quartz at around 6500 nm and 8250 nm, respectively. The peak caused by the B-O bond
occurs in a range devoid of any other significant absorption features of rock-forming or
alteration minerals, which makes it ideal for detecting tourmaline. Features at around 7391
nm and 7968 nm in schorl are related to the asymmetric stretching fundamental of B-O
(νasBO3; [87]). The major feature at ~7968 nm shows a significant wavelength shift across
a range of tourmaline species sampled from different locations (schorl type 1: 7968 nm;
schorl type 2: 8097 nm; rubellite: 7782 nm; dravite: 7622 nm; elbaite type 1: 7874 nm; elbaite
type 2: 7692 nm; [87] and references therein).

Carbonate minerals show strong features at around 6500 nm, 11,300 nm and 14,000 nm
(Table 1; e.g., [7]), which can be assigned to the ν2 out-of-plane bend, ν3 asymmetric
stretch and ν4 in-plane bend of the CO3 anion [101]. The wavelength position of each
of these absorption features depends on the cation bonded to the CO3 anion [7]. Green
and Schodlok [76] used the wavelength position of the feature at around 11,300 nm and
a trough to the shorter-wavelength side of the 14,000-nm feature to identify the chemical
composition of carbonates in drill core hyperspectral reflectance spectra.

Sulphate anions produce a distinct set of features in the TIR, which can be assigned to
ν3SO4, ν4SO4 and ν1SO4 [35,88,89]. Three or more features in major sulphates including
alunite, anhydrite, barite, gypsum and jarosite are attributed to ν3SO4, the majority of
which are located between 8400 nm and 9000 nm (Table 4). The vibrational mode ν1SO4
of these minerals is located between 9700 nm and 10,200 nm. Anhydrite shows a charac-
teristic feature at 14,780 nm (ν4SO4; [89]). Bishop and Murad [35] described a significant
wavelength shift in some of the ν3SO4 features between sodic and potassic alunite or sodic
and potassic jarosite (up to 140 nm and up to 76 nm, respectively). It should be noted that
while alunite, jarosite and gypsum can be recognised in the SWIR 1 and SWIR 2 regions,
only the TIR region permits the recognition of anhydrite and barite.

Apatite, the most commonly occurring phosphate, is characterised by major features
at 9160 nm and 9620 nm [94] that are both due to the asymmetric stretching of PO4
(νasPO4; Table 1). TIR-active vibrational modes of other phosphates, including monazite
and xenotime, are described in Clavier et al. [95]. The PO4

3− anion is readily substituted
by AsO4

3− and VO4
3− and the respective absorption features are summarised in Adler

(1964) [94], who also described the shift in the major TIR features to longer wavelengths
with occupation of X in XO4

3− by P5+, As5+ and V5+ (i.e., with increasing mass and ionic
radius of the respective element).

Hydroxyl-related fundamental bending vibrations (δOH), which occur in all hydroxy-
lated minerals, can occur over a large wavelength range between 8000 and 20,000 nm [23]
and are, for this reason, not included in Table 4. A summary of the wavelength positions
of δOH in clay minerals can be found in Madejová and Komadel [98] and for sulphates
in Bishop and Murad [35]. Often, band assignments of hydroxyl bending fundamentals
are discussed controversially in the literature, mainly due to overlaps with Si-O valence
vibrations (e.g., for sorosilicates, see [102]).

In addition to the diagnostic absorption features of the various mineral groups dis-
cussed above, other “features” can be used to infer minerals from TIR reflectance spectra.
One of these is the Christiansen frequency, which was defined as “the frequency of max-
imum transmission in air of a powder film of given thickness and particle size distribu-
tion” [103] and corresponds in TIR reflectance spectra to the reflectance minimum at the
short-wavelength side of the primary reststrahlen peaks (Figure 7). Corresponding with
the type of silicate and wavelength position of the respective primary reststrahlen bands,
the Christiansen frequency shifts can be used in the same way as the earlier described
felsic–mafic index to identify different igneous rock types [84] and mineral groups [93] and
even estimate the SiO2 wt. % [104].
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In the case of fine-grained samples, a broad transparency peak occurs and the wave-
length position shifts with the changing mineral composition [84]. The transparency peak of
reflectance spectra acquired from fine-grained quartz is located at around 11,000 nm [103].

Selected anisotropic minerals, such as quartz, talc and apatite, display an additional
characteristic feature in reflectance spectra that separates the primary reststrahlen bands
into two regions, producing an “M-shaped” spectral signature. In the transmission spectra
of quartz, Spitzer and Kleinmann (1961) [80] attributed this minimum to the close proximity
of “a sharp weak resonance . . . to a strong resonance at longer wavelength so as to fall
within the high reflectivity band of the latter”. In the case of quartz, the absorption band of
weak resonance is located at 8598 nm (resonance strength of 4πρ = 0.01, with ρ = oscillator
strength) and the absorption band of strong resonance is located at 9328 nm (resonance
strength of 4pr = 0.67) (Figure 7). In drill core reflectance spectra, Cudahy et al. [85]
used the depth of this feature relative to the height of the neighbouring features (i.e.,
primary reststrahlen bands) to infer the relative abundance of quartz. The same feature can
be observed in other anisotropic minerals (Figure 7) and is labelled Resonance Strength
Contrast (RSC) in this study.
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figure). The wavelength position of the Christiansen minimum in each of the reflectance spectra is indicated by a dotted
arrow. Reflectance spectra are sourced from the CSIRO’s The Spectral Geologist (TSGTM) software TIR spectral reference
library [93].

3. Feature Extraction

The relative intensity, wavelength position, FWHM and asymmetry of absorption
features are useful parameters that can be extracted from hyperspectral reflectance spectra
and these have been traditionally used for estimating relative mineral abundance, tracking
mineral chemistry and determining crystallinity, amongst other applications. The low
spectral resolution of most commercially available field, drill core and remote sensing
instruments (when compared to laboratory FTIR spectrometers) only allows, in most
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cases, the visualisation of absorption features that may comprise several absorption bands.
For example, the broad absorption feature of calcic amphiboles in the 2280 to 2340 nm
wavelength region comprises up to eight single absorption bands, each of them due to the
combination of hydroxyl-related stretching and bending fundamentals [45]. A noticeable
exception is the hydroxyl-related absorption features in kaolinite at 2159 and 2209 nm
(Table 2), which are well resolved in field and drill core hyperspectral reflectance spectra and
represent the combinations of fundamental stretching vibrations at 2705 nm and 2761 nm,
respectively, with bending fundamentals at longer wavelengths (Table 3; [41]). Therefore,
parameters such as the wavelength position, FWHM and asymmetry are an attempt to
capture the more subtle differences in the relative intensities of single absorption bands,
which form the resulting shape of the composite absorption feature. Nevertheless, single
feature extraction scripts describing the respective absorption feature parameters have
been successfully used in mineral exploration and mining applications (e.g., [4,105,106]).
Many case studies provide examples for combining single feature extraction scripts into
multiple feature extraction scripts (MFEM; [5]) to determine, for example, white mica
abundance and white mica composition (e.g., [4,107,108]), kaolin crystallinity [105,109] or
mineral assemblage classes [5].

A multitude of methods have been proposed to determine the respective absorption
feature parameters from hyperspectral reflectance spectra, ranging from simple band ratios
(e.g., [107,108]) to polynomial fitting (e.g., [110]), calculation of first or second derivatives
(e.g., [44,111]) or Gaussian deconvolution (e.g., [112]). The underlying method of the single
feature extraction scripts presented in this contribution is based on the simple quadratic
method (SQM; [112,113]). SQM was originally designed to estimate the wavelength posi-
tion of absorption features in reflectance spectra, achieving an RMSE of ± 3.8 nm in the
SWIR 2 wavelength region. SQM was developed for reflectance spectra collected with
hyperspectral instruments where sampling intervals ranged between 2 and 18 nm. This
method, in principle, is applicable to all types of hyperspectral reflectance spectra that are
collected by the majority of commercially available field spectrometers, drill core sensors,
airborne sensors (e.g., HyMap, HyVista Corporation; AVIRIS, NASA/JPL) and even some
non-commercial spaceborne sensors (e.g., PRISMA, ASI; Hyperion, NASA/JPL). A major
advantage of SQM is that the accuracy of extracting the wavelength position of a targeted
absorption feature is largely independent of the number of bands collected in a 2–18-nm in-
terval and independent of the position of the collected bands within this interval. Another
advantage of SQM is that it relies on very few bands and, therefore, is computationally
inexpensive, in contrast to computationally expensive methods such as those relying on
Gaussian deconvolution. It can, however, be influenced by noisy reflectance spectra, which
can lead to a misidentification of the spectral signal. In such cases, it is best to first evaluate
the quality of the reflectance spectra from which features will be extracted. If they are
found to be noisy, the SQM can be extended to encompass a broader number of spectral
bands [113,114].

Scripts discussed in this paper were developed and evaluated in The Spectral Geologist
software (TSG; Version 8.0.7.4, CSIRO, Perth, WA, Australia, https://research.csiro.au/
thespectralgeologist, accessed on 18 February 2021) but can be readily used in, for example,
ENVI or calculated using routines in Python, such as the SQM to determine the wavelength
position of an absorption feature [112].

3.1. Single Feature Extraction Scripts—SWIR and MIR

Reflectance spectra comprise absorption features due to the respective minerals in the
field of view but also to background absorption, or continuum [1,115], which can cause
a wavelength shift and, therefore, a misrepresentation of the vibrational modes causing
the absorptions. Prior to extracting the relative intensity or wavelength position of a given
feature, the continuum (i.e., background) must be removed to normalise the reflectance
spectra. Causes of background or continuum shapes and slopes appear to have been
poorly studied but include such effects as water, grain size and other mineral spectral

https://research.csiro.au/thespectralgeologist
https://research.csiro.au/thespectralgeologist
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characteristics outside the wavelength range being studied. The presented single feature
extraction scripts, which build on previous work by Cudahy et al. [4], amongst others, are
applied to reflectance spectra. The continuum is removed in the SWIR by division of the
reflectance spectrum by the continuum [115], instead of by subtraction, which is applied in
the case of apparent absorbance spectra.

Single feature extraction scripts in the volume-scattering-dominated wavelength
ranges of the SWIR 1, SWIR 2 and MIR are summarised in Table 5. The underlying
vibrational modes and, therefore, the mineral groups that can be characterised using the
respective script are listed in Tables 1–3, respectively. In the wavelength range dominated
by volume scattering, absorption features in reflectance spectra are represented by troughs.
The relative intensity (i.e., depth) of an absorption feature is correlated with the relative
abundance of the respective absorber [115] and labelled by the centre wavelength position
followed by D (for “depth”). For example, to calculate the relative absorption depth of the
2250-nm absorption (“2250D” in Table 5), which is characteristic for minerals including
chlorite, biotite and epidote, the continuum is removed between 2230 nm and 2280 nm, after
which the depth is determined using a three-band polynomial fit around the band with
the lowest reflectance. The wavelength range considered for the local continuum removal
encompasses the wavelength range in which the target minerals are typically absorbing (i.e.,
2248 to 2268 nm). A feature depth threshold should be applied to prevent mapping features
that result from, for example, a low signal-to-noise ratio or low reflectance values associated
with minerals such as biotite or samples with high organic content. The set threshold value
depends on the investigated mineral assemblage and quality of the reflectance spectra.
Single feature extraction scripts for determination of the wavelength position of absorption
features are labelled by the centre wavelength position followed by W (for “wavelength”).
For example, to calculate the wavelength position of the 2250-nm absorption minimum
(“2250W” in Table 5), the continuum is removed between 2230 nm and 2280 nm, after
which a three-band polynomial is fit around the band with the lowest reflectance. The
feature wavelength scripts should only be applied where an appropriate threshold has been
applied to the respective feature depth script (e.g., 2250W where 2250D > 0.005; [105]).

Table 5. Single feature extraction scripts in the volume-scattering-dominated wavelength ranges of SWIR 1, SWIR 2 and
MIR. The columns, from left to right, list (1) the label of the singular feature extraction script for determining the relative
intensity of an absorption feature centred at around that wavelength range; (2) label of wavelength script as per column 1;
(3) wavelength range in which the respective absorption feature occurs; (4) wavelength range used for the single feature
extraction scripts; (5) references; (6) mineral types for which the respective single feature extraction script can be applied.

Depth
Script

Wavelength
Script

wvl Range of
Mineral-Related

Absorptions

wvl Range for
Continuum Removal

Literature Examples for Applying
the Respective Scripts (or Using

the Respective Absorption
Features) to Investigate Respective

Geological Environments

Applicable to
Mineral
Group

- - from to from to - -

1400D 1400W 1387 1445 1350 1450 [116] OH-bearing

1480D 1480W 1471 1491 1440 1520 [32,37,117] sulphate,
prehnite

1550D 1550W 1520 1563 1510 1610 [33] epidote

1760D 1760W 1751 1764 1730 1790 [117] sulphate

1850D - 1849 1820 1880 [47] NH4

2080D - 2080 2060 2100 [45] talc

2160D - 2159 2166 2138 2179 [107] kaolin,
pyrophyllite

2200D 2200W 2185 2215 2120 2245 [106] Al-bearing
sheetsilicate

2250D 2250W 2248 2268 2230 2280 [17,105] biotite, chlorite,
epidote

2290D 2290W 2279 2338 2270 2320 [108] FeMg-clays,
amphibole, talc
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Table 5. Cont.

Depth
Script

Wavelength
Script

wvl Range of
Mineral-Related

Absorptions

wvl Range for
Continuum Removal

Literature Examples for Applying
the Respective Scripts (or Using

the Respective Absorption
Features) to Investigate Respective

Geological Environments

Applicable to
Mineral
Group

2320D 2320W 2300 2340 2295 2345 [45] amphibole,
carbonate

2350D 2350W 2320 2366 2310 2370 [18] chlorite, micas,
epidote

2390D 2390W 2377 2406 2375 2435 [45] amphibole,
annite, talc

2830D 2830W 2677 2890 2770 2890 this contribution OH-bearing

3000D - 3000 2650 3900 this contribution H2O

4000D 4000W 3930 4150 3800 4200 this contribution carbonate

4470D - 4470 4350 4550 this contribution quartz

4500D 4500W 4570 4850 4090 5040 this contribution sulphate

4500D 4500W 4625 4770 4090 5040 this contribution carbonate

5330D - 5330 5210 5450 this contribution quartz

5480D - 5480 5380 5580 this contribution kaolin

3.2. Binary Discrimination Diagrams—SWIR

The relative intensities of the absorption features calculated by means of single feature
extraction scripts can be plotted in binary discrimination diagrams (for example, in the TSG
software) in order to identify clusters of predominant mineral species or mineral groups
(e.g., [105,118]). Three examples of commonly used binary discrimination diagrams are
discussed here, using (1) a collection of reflectance spectra of powder samples that were
validated using quantitative X-ray diffraction (QXRD; [119]), and (2) drill core hyperspectral
datasets made available by AuScope’s National Virtual Core Library infrastructure program
(https://www.auscope.org.au/nvcl, accessed on 18 February 2021) and described in Wells
et al. [117], Burley et al. [120] and Moltzen et al. [121].

The first example describes the application of single feature extraction scripts for
characterising the presence and compositional variations of hydroxylated sulphate min-
erals (Figure 8a–c). The relative intensities of the absorption features centred at 1480 nm
(“1480D”) and 1760 nm (“1760D”), respectively, are used in the binary discrimination
diagram displayed in Figure 8a,b to assist in the differentiation of hydroxylated sulphates
and identify compositional changes in some of the respective sulphate mineral species.
Jarosite and alunite are characterised by strong absorption at around 1480 nm, but only
alunite shows a distinct absorption feature at 1780 nm (Table 1). The latter absorption
shifts from 1473 nm in K-rich alunite to 1491 nm in Na-rich alunite [35]. The relative
amount of Na and K in alunites has been correlated with the temperature of formation [36].
Chang et al. [37] tracked the wavelength position of the 1480-nm absorption to vector
towards the intrusive centre of porphyry Cu-Au deposits. Figure 8b shows an example
of HyLogger reflectance spectra of drill core MOD4 presented in Wells et al. [117], who
identified potential pathways for hydrothermal fluids in drill cores from the Northern
Capricorn Orogen (Western Australia). The binary discrimination diagram is coloured by
the wavelength position of the 1480-nm absorption (“1480W”), which clearly identifies the
two trends of the “shorter-wavelength” potassic alunite (green sample points in Figure 8b)
and the “longer-wavelength” sodic alunite (red sample points in Figure 8b). Example
reflectance spectra of Na-alunite (1), K-alunite (2) and jarosite (3) are shown in Figure 8c.
Both examples highlight the significance of using the relative intensity and wavelength
position of certain absorption features for improving the understanding of hydrothermal,
potentially base and/or precious ore-forming mineral systems.

https://www.auscope.org.au/nvcl
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script (Table 5). Reflectance spectra (c,f,i) identify the following minerals: (1) Na-alunite, (2) K-alunite, (3) jarosite, (4) epidote,
(5) chlorite + white mica, (6) white mica, (7) kaolinite, (8) pyrophyllite, (9) alunite, (10) chlorite, (11) epidote, (12) biotite, (13) talc.

The second example focuses on the discrimination of Al-bearing sheet silicate species
from each other, but also from other, often associated minerals (e.g., chlorite) (Figure 8d–f).
SWIR 2 reflectance spectra are very sensitive to the absorption features of the three major Al-
bearing hydroxylated sheet silicates of the kaolin, white mica and Al-smectite groups. Each
of these show a strong absorption feature centred at around 2200 nm (Table 2). In the case
of kaolinite, this major absorption is located at 2209 nm and is accompanied by moderate to
weak absorption at 2159 nm [41]. In white micas and Al-smectites, the wavelength position
of the major absorption shifts from 2185 nm to 2215 nm with increasing replacement
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of octahedrally and tetrahedrally coordinated Al by Fe2+ or Mg, and Si, respectively
(“Tschermak exchange”; [3]). In contrast to Al-smectites, white micas show another major
absorption between 2348 and 2366 nm, which also shifts according to the Tschermak
exchange. Sonntag et al. [105] used a simple binary discrimination diagram where the
relative intensities of the 2160 and 2340 nm absorption features are plotted against each
other for samples containing a prominent 2200-nm absorption feature to identify the main
Al-bearing sheet silicates present in a given dataset. Reference samples plotted in such a
diagram (Figure 8d) show that the top left cluster corresponds to white-mica rich samples
(yellow sample points), whereas the vertical cluster highlights non- (or low) aluminium
minerals (e.g., chlorite, epidote; green samples). The two distinct clusters to the right
highlight kaolin group minerals (bright red) and pyrophyllite (dark red). Due to their
distinct and broad absorption at around 2160 nm, alunites are also separated in this binary
discrimination diagram (khaki samples). The trends of the major respective clusters are
highlighted by grey arrows in Figure 8d,e.

Hyperspectral reflectance spectra collected of drill core ACDCH from the Currowong
Hills in NSW (Australia) are used to highlight the potential for identifying the main
SWIR-active mineral phases by means of the 2160D/2350D binary discrimination diagram
(Figure 8e). Figure 8e is coloured by the relative intensity of the absorption feature at
around 2200 nm (“2200D”, increasing intensity from blue to red) to highlight hydroxylated
Al-bearing sheet silicates. Although the value ranges of the 2160D/2350D ratios for each of
the mineral clusters are not the same, such as in the case of the reference samples (Figure 8d),
the respective mineral groups are clearly separated. Representative spectra of the epidote
(1), chlorite (2), white mica (3), kaolinite (4), pyrophyllite (5) and alunite (6) are displayed
in Figure 8f. In Figure 8f, the reflectance spectra are ordered in such a way that they can
be used to vector towards base or precious metal occurrences, beginning with epidote
and chlorite as classic representatives of propylitic alteration, to white mica representing
sericitic alteration, kaolinite representing argillic alteration and finally reaching the centre
of the mineral system marked by pyrophyllite and alunite.

Tri-octahedral sheet silicates of the dark micas (e.g., biotite, phlogopite) produce ab-
sorption features at 2250 nm, 2350 nm and 2380 nm and, therefore, significantly overlap
with the spectral signatures of other commonly associated minerals such as chlorite (for
comprehensive review, see [18]). The identification of dark mica group minerals is fur-
thermore hindered by a typically low reflectance in the SWIR 2 wavelength range. Burley
et al. [120] used a binary discrimination diagram to identify potential biotite-bearing sam-
ples amongst commonly associated chlorite, amphibole and talc by plotting the relative in-
tensity of the absorption features centred at 2350 nm against the 2250-nm absorption feature
(2380D and 2250D, Figure 8g,h), coloured by the wavelength position of the 2320-nm absorp-
tion feature (230W). The three respective absorption features present in chlorite, epidote,
biotite, amphibole and/or talc (Figure 8i) can be used to discriminate chlorite-dominated
reflectance spectra (yellow cluster at high 2250D values) from epidote-dominated (green
cluster at high 2250D values), biotite-dominated (green cluster at intermediate 2250D and
2380D values) and amphibole and/or talc-dominated (blue clusters at intermediate to low
2250D and high 2380D values) reflectance spectra. The trends of the respective clusters are
highlighted by grey arrows in Figure 8g,h.

3.3. Single Feature Extraction Scripts and Binary Discrimination Diagrams—TIR

Given that surface scattering dominates in the TIR wavelength range, the strongest
spectral features in TIR reflectance spectra that are diagnostic for a wide range of minerals
are represented by peaks. Single feature extraction scripts in the TIR are summarised
in Table 6, which also references previous publications that discuss the application of
TIR-based feature extraction scripts for mineral characterisation (e.g., [76,85,91,109]). The
underlying vibrational modes and, therefore, the mineral groups that can be characterised
using the respective script are listed in Table 4.
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Table 6. Single feature extraction scripts in the surface-scattering-dominated wavelength ranges of the TIR. The columns,
from left to right, list (1) the label of the singular feature extraction script for determining the relative intensity of a spectral
feature centred at around that wavelength range (P = peak height; D = depth); (2) label of wavelength script as per column
1; (3) wavelength range in which the respective spectral feature occurs (see Table 4 for details of respective vibrational
modes); (4) wavelength range used for the single feature extraction scripts; (5) references; (6) mineral types for which the
respective single feature extraction script can be applied. R8250/R7400* describes a band ratio of the maximum reflectance
at 8250 nm ± 20 nm divided by the minimum reflectance value at 7400 nm ± 50 nm. 9660P/9920Pˆ is a ratio of the two
respective singular feature extraction scripts.

Depth
Script

Wavelength
Script

wvl Range of
Mineral-Related

Absorptions

wvl Range for
Continuum Removal

Literature Examples for
Applying the Respective

Scripts (or Using the
Respective Absorption
Features) to Investigate
Respective Geological

Environments

Applicable
to Mineral

Group

- - from to from to - -

6500P - 6405 6598 6300 6700 [76,109] carbonate

7400P - 7391 7200 7550 this contribution tourmaline

R8250/R7400* - - 7350 8270 [85] quartz

8625D - 8625 8565 8705 [85,109] quartz

9000P 9000PW 9337 9852 8650 9350 [91] pyroxene,
pyroxenoid

9660P - 9660 9400 9780 [85] feldspar

9920P - 9920 9800 10,150 [85] feldspar

9660P/9920Pˆ - - - 10,150 [85] feldspar

9900P - 9900 9500 10,200 [91] vesuvianite

11100P 11,100PW 10,953 11,368 10,850 11,300 [91] garnet

- 11,300PW 11,058 11,372 10,900 11,800 [76,91,109] carbonate

- 11,300DW 11,250 11,600 11,200 11,600 [91] garnet

- 11,500PW 11,470 11,570 9800 11,650 [92] pyroxene

- 14,000DW 13,200 14,000 13,000 14,000 [62,73,76,91,99,109] carbonate

The relative intensity of a feature in the TIR (i.e., peak height) is labelled by the
centre wavelength position added by P (for “peak”). For example, to calculate the relative
height of the garnet-related absorption at around 11,100 nm (band B according to [122]
shown in Figure 9; “11100P” in Table 6), a three-band polynomial is fitted around the band
with the highest reflectance between 10,800 nm and 11,300 nm. The wavelength position
of the same feature is labelled “11100PW” (“W” for “wavelength”). In TIR reflectance
spectra, the temperature difference between the sample and the background ∆T (i.e.,
thermal background) must be considered and removed by applying a ∆T correction [20].
Laukamp et al. [91] applied the 11100P script (“Garnet abundance index TIR parameter
‘B’”) to drill core hyperspectral reflectance spectra collected from drill core and coarse reject
samples to estimate the abundance of garnet at the skarn-hosted Cu-Zn-Mo deposit of
Antamina (Peru). A comparison of 11100P with garnet abundance (volume %) identified
by Particle Mineral Analysis (PMA) data derived from Quantitative Evaluation of Minerals
by Scanning Electron Microscopy (QEMSCAN, [123]) shows a good correlation, with an
RMSE of 12.7 (Figure 9a). The wavelength position of the same feature at around 11,100 nm
(band B), as with other diagnostic TIR features of garnet, shifted according to changes in the
garnet composition ([122]; Figure 9c). Plotting the wavelength position of feature B versus
garnet feature T (trough between bands B and C; [91]) in a binary discrimination diagram
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enabled the discrimination of different garnet species (Figure 9b; [91]). Representative
reflectance spectra in Figure 9 show a compositional change from grossular (reflectance
spectrum ID1956) to andradite (ID1863) and the respective compositional intermediate
compositions in the ugrandite solid solution series. Using coarse reject sample material,
Laukamp et al. [91] demonstrated that the wavelength position of the 11,100-nm (B) and
the 11,300 nm feature (T) can be measured using the respective wavelength scripts (i.e.,
11,100PW and 11,300DW) independently of the grain size of the analysed sample material.
However, an increasing transparency peak (at around 11,000 nm; [103]), associated with
fine-grained quartz, for example, will impact on the relative intensity of the respective
garnet-related absorption features and the ability to infer the relative abundance of garnet.
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Figure 9. Comparison of TIR-based scripts applied to hyperspectral reflectance spectra (x-axes) with QEMSCAN-derived
garnet and quartz abundance (y-axes; volume %) derived from coarse reject samples of the Antamina deposit in Peru [91]: (a)
Peak height of the 11,100-nm absorption feature B of garnet (“11,100P”; x-axis) plotted against the QEMSCAN-derived garnet
content (y-axis); (b) Garnet composition index B (“11,100PW”; x-axis) plotted against Garnet composition index T (“11,300DW”
y-axis), based on wavelength position of garnet-related features B and T; (c) Representative TIR reflectance spectra highlighted
in (a,b), showing different relative amounts of garnet as well as different wavelength positions of the main garnet-related TIR
features B, C, D and T; (d) Relative intensity of the quartz RSC at 8625 nm (x-axis) plotted against the QEMSCAN-derived
quartz content (y-axis), coloured by the XRD-derived SiO2-content; (e) Band ratio of R8250 divided by R7400 (x-axis) plotted
against the QEMSCAN-derived quartz content (y-axis), coloured by the XRD-derived SiO2 content; (f) Representative TIR
reflectance spectra highlighted in (d,e), showing different relative amounts of quartz and garnet: dotted lines—quartz as major
component, hashed lines—quartz/garnet mixtures, solid line—garnet-dominated reflectance spectrum.

In addition to the features in the TIR, the relative intensity of the RSC (which was
described in Section 2.4) can be used to aid mineral characterisation and even estimate the
relative abundance of minerals such as quartz (8625D, Table 6; [85,91]). A comparison of the
8625D values with QEMSCAN-derived quartz abundance at the skarn-hosted Cu-Zn-Mo
deposit of Antamina, Peru [91] results in an RMSE of 6.4 volume % for estimating the
quartz abundance (Figure 9d). A comparison of the quartz abundance values derived
from QEMSCAN and estimated by means of the 8625D script with the XRF-derived SiO2
content [91] highlights two major trends of different geochemical composition (Figure 9d).
The trend comprising the highest SiO2 values is dominated by quartz and/or carbonate
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(dotted reflectance spectra in Figure 9f). Reflectance spectra showing high amounts of
garnet and quartz (ID1564; ID1884) show lower SiO2 values when compared to samples of
the former trend, which show similar QEMSCAN-derived quartz abundance. To further
improve the estimation of quartz abundance based on 8625D, these two clusters would
have to be considered separately.

Another method for estimating the quartz abundance based on TIR reflectance values
is the band ratio of the reflectance at 8250 nm (R8250) divided by the reflectance at 7400 nm
(R7400). Cudahy et al. [85] applied this band ratio for estimating the relative quartz abun-
dance in the Archean Au deposit of St Ives (Eastern Yilgarn Craton, Western Australia).
When comparing R8250/R7400 to the QEMSCAN-derived quartz abundance from Antam-
ina [91], a clear correlation was achieved for quartz content for values of less than 25%
(Figure 9e). In the case of higher QEMSCAN-derived quartz values, the band ratio was
insufficient for the estimation of the quartz abundance. However, it should be noted that
the above evaluation of both the garnet and quartz scripts depends on the quality of the
QEMSCAN data. Moreover, as with all other scripts that are used for inferring the relative
abundance or composition of minerals from TIR reflectance spectra, it is recommended to
consider background effects, such as the temperature difference between the sample and
the background ∆T (i.e., thermal background) [20].

3.4. Impact of Grain Size Variations on SWIR, MIR and TIR Scripts

The impact of grain size on the SWIR, MIR and TIR reflectance spectra of minerals and
mineral assemblages has been previously observed by many [7,25,26,103]. For example,
the relative intensity of the νSiO vibration is both grain-size- and porosity-dependent [7].
Coarse-grained quartz at 75-to-250-mm powder size, for example, shows a strong spectral
contrast with well-resolved reststrahlen bands, which are dampened in the 0–75-µm size
fraction [26]. When reducing the grain size of the analysed material (i.e., the particle
diameter d), the IR radiation interacts with more interfaces, which decreases the magnitude
of RS. At the same time, a decrease in d leads to an increase in RV. Therefore, features will
decrease with decreasing grain size and, in some minerals, such as calcite, switch from
peaks when surface scattering dominates to troughs when volume scattering dominates
at fine grain size [25]. The particle size at which the switch occurs depends on the type of
mineral along with the strength of the vibrational mode and the wavelength position of
the respective absorption.

Understanding the grain-size-related changes in the infrared spectral signatures is
crucial for accurate mineral characterisation and quantification by means of feature ex-
traction scripts. A set of quartz–kaolinite mixtures [124] using eleven different quartz
grain size fractions (>38 to 1000 µm) and a kaolinite standard KGa-1b (<2 µm) was used to
demonstrate (1) the changes in quartz reflectance spectral signatures over the MIR and TIR
wavelength regions and their impact on single feature extraction scripts, and (2) the impact
of grain size variations of quartz on the estimation of kaolinite content from SWIR, MIR to
TIR spectral signatures. The reflectance spectra spanning the 2000 to 16,000 nm wavelength
range were obtained on the mineral mixtures using an FTIR spectrometer equipped with
an integrating sphere sampling accessory [124].

The band ratio of the reflectance at 8250 nm (R8250) divided by the reflectance at
7400 nm (R7400) is calculated for different quartz grain sizes in the quartz–kaolinite
mixtures (Figure 10a). Using the finest-grained quartz (i.e., >38 µm), the R8250/R7400
increased linearly with increasing quartz abundance in the quartz–kaolinite mixtures,
except for the pure quartz sample, where the applied band ratio almost doubles (Figure 10a).
An increasing quartz grain size results in an increasing deviation from this linear correlation.
TIR spectral signatures of quartz–kaolinite mixtures show that kaolinite heavily overlaps
with the primary reststrahlen bands of quartz. However, only the longer-wavelength part
of the primary reststrahlen band of quartz is heavily overprinted by a kaolinite-related
absorption, whereas the shorter reststrahlen band decreases in overall intensity with
increasing kaolinite content. For comparison, the intensity of the RSC feature of quartz at
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8625 nm increases linearly with quartz abundance in the quartz–kaolinite mineral mixtures
when the 250-µm quartz grain size fraction is used (Figure 10b). Decreasing the quartz
grain size in the mixture with kaolinite results in a parabolic correlation between 8625D
values and quartz abundance. Quartz grain sizes at 500 µm and 1000 µm show only weak
to no correlation. Figure 10c shows the relationship between the relative depth of the
quartz-related MIR absorption feature at around 4470 nm (4470D), tentatively assigned to
2νSiO, and the quartz abundance in the quartz–kaolinite mixtures. In this case, the 90-µm
quartz grain size shows a linear correlation between the quartz abundance and the single
feature extraction script 4470D.
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Hydroxyl-related combination bands of kaolinite in the SWIR 2 at 2160 and 2206 nm
(Table 2) and in the MIR at around 2705 and 2761 nm (Table 3) are commonly used for
estimating kaolinite abundance. The nominally anhydrous quartz does not produce any
absorptions that overlap with the stretching fundamentals in the MIR or the hydroxyl-
related combination bands in the SWIR 2. However, as demonstrated by the plot showing
the relative intensity of the 2200-nm absorption depth (Figure 10d), a specific range of
quartz grain sizes has a substantial impact on the intensity of these kaolinite-related
absorptions, with finer grain sizes having the least effect and grain size ranges between
125 and 1000 µm having the largest impact [124]. The intensity of the 2200-nm absorption
feature in kaolinite increases almost linearly with increasing kaolinite abundance in quartz–
kaolinite mixtures where the quartz grain size is >38 µm (Figure 10d). At quartz grain sizes
between 180 and 1000 µm, 2200D shows almost no changes. When comparing the relative
intensity of 2νSiO in kaolinite at around 5480 nm (Table 3) with the kaolinite abundance,
mixtures using a 180-µm quartz grain size show a linear correlation (Figure 10e). As in the
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case of absorption features related to hydroxyls, coarser quartz grain sizes dampen this
correlation. When considering quartz grain sizes of less than 150 mm, 5480D decreases
rapidly with decreasing kaolinite abundance, reaching the lowest value in the 40/60
quartz–kaolinite mixtures and increasing again in samples with less than 30% kaolinite.
The relative intensity of the kaolinite-related feature at around 9500 nm (Table 4) decreases
steeply and linearly at small quartz grain sizes in the quartz–kaolinite mixtures (Figure 10f).
With increasing quartz grain size, the correlation between 9500P and kaolinite abundance
becomes less obvious. The here described impact of grain size variations of quartz on
reflectance spectra of quartz–kaolinite mixtures highlights the importance of taking the
components of mineral assemblages and their respective grain size ranges into account
when applying single (and multiple) feature extraction scripts.

3.5. 3D Mineral Mapping

Mapping of the mineral footprints of base and precious metal deposits is often hin-
dered by substantial weathering profiles developed atop buried mineralisation. Under-
standing the mineralogical and geochemical trends in the weathering profile can be crucial
for enabling successful exploration. The presented single feature extraction scripts can be
applied to a wide range of hyperspectral proximal and remote reflectance data, enabling
the integration of surface and subsurface data in three-dimensional mineral maps that
aid mineral exploration and resource characterisation. For example, Haest et al. [107,108]
extracted quantitative mineralogy from airborne and drill core hyperspectral data covering
the Rocklea Dome channel iron deposit (Western Australia), by calibrating the feature
extraction scripts with X-ray fluorescence (XRF) measurements. Mineral abundance esti-
mates from airborne hyperspectral data were corrected for vegetation cover and validated
against hyperspectral data collected with a field spectrometer on the ground. Integration
of the VNIR-SWIR reflectance spectroscopy-based map of transported sediments, with
drill core mineralogy, into one seamless 3D mineral model helped to improve (1) the de-
termination of the channel–basement contact by means of an absorption-feature-based
kaolin crystallinity index, (2) the delineation of the resource by adding continuous iron
(oxyhydr-)oxide abundance data at the surface to sparse data points at depth collected
along the drill strings, and (3) the characterisation of channel iron ore and potential penalty
minerals (i.e., clays) by better mapping the mineralogical zones within the ore body, such
as clay horizons interlayered with high-grade channel iron ore horizons.

Another example for the integration of different hyperspectral datasets was described
by Laukamp et al. [125], who combined drill core hyperspectral and geochemical data in
a 3D mineralogical/geochemical model that allowed an evaluation of which footprints,
associated with gold mineralisation hosted by greenstones in the Bulong area of the East-
ern Goldfields (Western Australia), could be discovered at the surface. Greenstones of
the Bulong mafic–ultramafic sequence comprise komatiitic rocks of mesocumulate and
orthocumulate character, as well as dunites within a sequence of high-Mg basalts [126].
The peridotitic, layered sills are represented by thick sections of serpentinised, olivine-rich
cumulates that are capped by thin altered pyroxenites and norites [127]. The ultramafic
rocks are completely serpentinised and affected by local talc–carbonate alteration in as-
sociation with transverse shears and lithologic contacts [126]. Lithologies in the study
area have undergone several phases of alteration, including (1) alteration pre-dating gold
deposition (e.g., serpentinisation), (2) alteration coeval with gold deposition (e.g., potassic
alteration), and (3) weathering. Primary mineral assemblages have been largely oblit-
erated and subsequent metamorphism and hydrothermal alteration has led to mineral
assemblages dominated by hydroxylated silicates (e.g., amphiboles, chlorites, dark micas,
serpentine, talc, white micas), carbonates, feldspars (e.g., albite, anorthite), quartz, iron
oxides, sulphides and spinel phases (e.g., chromite, magnetite). Intensive weathering had a
substantial impact on the mineral assemblages. Depending on the original composition of
the bedrock and the intensity/type of hydrothermal alteration, feldspars, amphiboles, dark
micas and chlorites were replaced by an assemblage of kaolin group minerals (including
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Fe-rich kaolinites) and Fe-Mg sheet silicates (e.g., chlorite and serpentine to vermiculite).
Of the alteration minerals, white micas and talc are more stable in the regolith profile and
are present at detectable quantities at the surface.

A suite of single and multiple feature extraction scripts for the characterisation of re-
golith and outcropping/covered prospective lithologies, as well as identification of mineral
footprints associated with known and potential gold mineralisation, were generated from
drill core reflectance spectra (“HyLogger3” and “HCI3”; Corescan Pty Ltd., Perth, WA,
Australia). The geochemical data obtained with portable XRF (“pXRF”; Olympus Innov-X
50 kV Delta, Tokyo, Japan) were compared with the HyLogger3 reflectance spectra. Se-
lected single feature extraction scripts (e.g., 2250D; Table 2) produced from the HyLogger3
and HCI3-derived subsurface data were combined to create 3D mineral surfaces (Figure 11)
in 3D modelling software package LeapfrogTM (version, SEEQUENT, Christchurch, New
Zealand, http://www.leapfrog3d.com, accessed on 18 February 2021).
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Based on the hyperspectral drill core data, the ultramafic and mafic rocks show large
mineralogical variability. Two major populations of the ultramafic rocks are characterised
by high biotite–chlorite contents (brown shell in Figure 11a based on 2250D > 0.044) and
high talc contents (grey shell in Figure 11d based on 2080D > 0.009), respectively. In contrast,
mafic rocks are almost devoid of talc but contain more amphiboles. Three-dimensional
models of the biotite–chlorite and talc inferred from the 2250-nm and 2080-nm absorption
features, respectively, clearly show that talc–carbonate alteration occurs proximal to gold,
whereas biotite–chlorite is distal (Figure 11a,d). The large population of ultramafic rocks
affected by talc–carbonate alteration is also evident in the TIR reflectance spectra collected
using HyLogger3. Au values are higher in mafic rocks when compared to ultramafic rocks.
The white mica composition changes from Al-rich white mica (e.g., muscovite) proximal to
Au mineralisation to Al-poor white mica (e.g., phengite) distal to Au mineralisation. The
Tschermak exchange in white micas (AlVIAlIV(Fe,Mg)VI

−1SiIV−1; [3]) has been reported in
numerous studies of hydrothermally altered mineral systems [106,128,129].

The depth variations in the regolith atop mafic and ultramafic rocks can be mapped
from the presence of kaolinite, inferred from the 2160D (Table 2) values larger than 1 (orange
shell in Figure 11a,d). The regolith can contain kaolinite with or without iron, where a small
absorption feature located at around 2240 nm, in combination with the major kaolinite-
related features at 2160 and 2200 nm, indicates Fe-rich kaolinite (Table 2). A cluster of gold-
bearing samples is associated with Fe-rich kaolinite in saprolitic mafic rocks. Weathered
ultramafic rocks do not contain elevated amounts of gold. Importantly, the biotite–chlorite
mineral footprint does not continue through the regolith to the surface (Figure 11a), whereas
the talc mineral signature (Figure 11d) and the white mica compositional changes do
(Figure 11b,c). This has significant implications for the use of airborne hyperspectral
reflectance spectra for mapping mineral footprints associated with base and/or precious
metals. In the Bulong area, airborne hyperspectral data (“HyMap”; HyVista Corporation)
confirmed the presence of phengitic white micas distal to the gold mineralisation. However,
due to issues with vegetation and related overlapping absorptions with talc and carbonate,
talc–carbonate alteration could not be found in the airborne hyperspectral data.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents detailed explanations of the source spectroscopic and physico-
chemical processes giving rise to specific absorption features and their chemical meaning
and value. A large range of rock-forming and alteration minerals display diagnostic spec-
tral signatures over the SWIR 1, SWIR 2, MIR and TIR wavelength ranges, which can be
used for determining the presence and relative abundance of mineral groups and min-
eral species and their physicochemical variations. However, different minerals produce
absorption features in specific wavelength regions. It is, therefore, important to choose a
spectrometer that covers the wavelength region in which the mineral assemblage of interest
produces diagnostic features.

Although the vibrational modes underlying the respective absorption bands are well
documented and understood for the majority of rock-forming and alteration minerals, there
are significant gaps in knowledge with respect to absorption bands appearing in the longer-
wavelength range of the MIR (i.e., 3500 to 5500 nm), particularly in the case of overtones
of major TIR-active vibrational modes (e.g., 2νSiO in nominally anhydrous silicates).
Furthermore, various complex scattering behaviours occur in the MIR wavelength region
(i.e., from dominantly volume scattering in the shorter-wavelength MIR to dominantly
surface scattering in the TIR), and this can make mineral quantification a significant
challenge. More work on spectral reference libraries and research on the complex scattering
behaviours of mixed mineral assemblages and the resulting impact in mineral diagnostic
absorption features are required.

In addition, most currently commercially available instruments collecting reflectance
spectra in the SWIR operate at a spectral resolution at which the single absorption bands are
“lumped” together in broad absorption features. For example, the wavelength “shifts” of
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hydroxyl-related absorption features associated with differences in chemical composition
of the respective mineral species are, in fact, due to changes in the relative intensity of
single absorption bands, each of them corresponding to a specific vibrational mode with its
specific cation environment. Furthermore, previously published assignments of absorption
features (e.g., “FeOH” of the 2250-nm absorption and “MgOH” of the 2350-nm absorption)
have led to a misinterpretation of the physicochemical significance of the absorption
features. The aim of this contribution is to clarify these fundamental issues in hyperspectral
sensing data interpretation and empower the user with the full suite of mineralogical
information contained within reflectance spectra. Spectrometers with higher spectral
resolution (e.g., Spectral Evolution’s oreXpert field portable UV-VIS-NIR spectrometer,
Haverhill, MA, USA) than most of the currently available commercial instrumentation will
improve the understanding of mineral diagnostic absorption features in the SWIR.

Single (and multiple) feature extraction scripts have been used routinely in the mineral
resources sector to extract the relative intensity, wavelength position, FWHM and asymme-
try to infer from reflectance spectra the mineral assemblage and differences in chemical
composition and crystallinity. The presented single feature extraction scripts have all been
developed based on the same underlying method (i.e., SQM and hull/background removal)
and can be easily applied in common software packages used for the interpretation of
hyperspectral reflectance spectra.

Single feature extraction scripts are only one method amongst many for mineral
characterisation by means of reflectance spectroscopy. An advantage of feature extraction
scripts is that the presence of minerals can be successfully inferred from the reflectance
spectra acquired from material of different grain sizes. The application of spectral libraries
in hyperspectral reflectance spectra collected from material of varying grain sizes is com-
promised by the associated significant changes in scattering behaviour and additional
features that are not directly related to the respective vibrational modes (e.g., transparency
feature). This paper highlights that single feature extraction scripts applied to SWIR 1,
SWIR 2, MIR and TIR reflectance spectra can be used to determine the relative intensity
and therefore the relative abundance of a large range of minerals. However, better results
for estimating mineral abundance can be achieved when the mineral assemblage and the
grain size of the respective components are considered (e.g., the kaolinite abundance when
the quartz grain size is considered). The interpretation of hyperspectral reflectance spectra
using the described single feature extraction scripts also needs to take mixed mineral
assemblages and potentially overlapping absorption features into account. The application
of feature extraction scripts to mineral groups that produce complex spectral signatures,
such as feldspars in the TIR wavelength region, where compositional variability and the
orientation of single crystals play a significant role (e.g., [130]), poses a challenge, and other
data processing routines, such as mineral matching methods, may provide better results.
The choice of spectrometer is dependent on the mineral assemblage of interest and so is
the choice of processing methods.
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